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Abstract
Water is a major natural resource that ensures the creation of all life forms. At the same time water has an economic,
social, political and other impacts, while influencing both all other human activities and lives, and the efficiency of
ecosystems. In this case, with all the questions, connected to the research and analysis of the regularity of the division
and movement of water, as well as their interaction with the earth's surface, which is influential in a large part of their
quantities and qualities, and are of fundamental interest for researchers and specialists working in different sectors of
the economy, the administration itself at all levels and non-government organizations. It is knowledge of these
processes in the context of rivers and rivers systems that is particularly important in the preparation of specialists in
fields such as: ecology, forestry, agronomy, landscape architecture, administration and management and tourism. This
is an area in which the University of Forestry is dedicated to proving itself as an established and leading educational
and research institution. The current article reviews the acquired experience and good teaching practices in teaching
students the application of GIS tools and methods, in models, research and analysis of rivers and river systems, related
to aspects such as the watershed determination, longitudinal profiles of rivers and others. Research of methods and
accumulation of experience can be done in the context of the existing expertise and activities at the University of
Forestry, but it can be offered by specialists and researchers in other fields of study.
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INTRODUCTION
The existence and course of every process on Earth is directly or indirectly determined by water as a major resource.
From purely physical survival, through its use as an environment or resource for economic activities, to its application
and as a remedy, water is present in the daily lives of all living beings. Regardless of how it is used - directly or
indirectly, it is a key factor in any activity. The inevitable climate change is leading to changes in the functioning of
aquatic ecosystems. In order to survive and be used effectively, it is increasingly necessary to use methods for their
modeling other than those based on economic considerations regarding their distribution. Traditional cost-benefit
analyzes do not take into account ethical, political, social, historical or environmental issues that cannot be easily
quantified [1]. Wider decision-making frameworks are required, such as multi-criteria analysis, which include other
factors, such as environmental support systems, to support aquatic ecosystems. The long-term use of GIS in many areas
related to the prediction and prevention of disasters and accidents is crucial for their recognition and rapid development.
The functional capabilities they provide make them particularly suitable for solving problems related to the study and
analysis of patterns in the distribution and movement of water, as well as their interaction with the earth's surface,
which reflects on their quantitative and qualitative changes. On the other hand, GIS has long been part of the process of
active use of information and communication technologies in the field of creating, managing and providing access to
scientific resources and activities. This is largely due to the accumulated useful practical experience and know-how of
scientific organizations and the development of the normative base in the Republic of Bulgaria, regulating the use of
various tools to accelerate the process of digitization of accumulated resources in scientific data base. Any activity,
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project and initiative leading to the creation of digital content, with the help of innovative means to improve access to
high-tech solutions that lead to higher quality in science and education are a key goal of development policies and
priorities under the national development program "Bulgaria 2020". The application of GIS tools and methods in the
modeling, study and analysis of rivers and river systems related to aspects such as watershed determination,
longitudinal river profiles and others is part of the training of students and PhD students. Knowledge of these processes
in the context of rivers and river systems is especially important in the training of specialists in areas such as ecology,
forestry, agronomy, landscape architecture, administration and management and tourism. These are areas in which the
University of Forestry has long proven itself to be an established and leading educational and research institution.

SECTORS FOR USE OF GIS IN THE FIELD OF RIVER ECOSYSTEMS
Water has significant economic, social, political and other impacts, affecting both the daily activities and lives of people
and the functioning of various ecosystems. For this reason, all issues related to the study and analysis of patterns in the
distribution and movement of water are of major interest to researchers and professionals working in various sectors of
the economy, public administration at all levels and non-governmental organizations. Existing global estimates in
monetary terms provide guidance on the importance of the various eco-services, including the use of river ecosystem
resources, but they need to be complemented by other methods and means to identify changes resulting from different
scenarios and policies [2]. With the variety of information processing tools related to water modeling and management,
GIS provide the opportunity to perform various analyzes related to river ecosystems. In watersheds characterized by
land fragmentation and terrain cleared of primary vegetation, GIS can be used to identify and delineate the river channel
network in reservoirs, to map slope and direction of outflow, and to assess human impact on the land cover of river
ecosystems [3]. Sustainable management of aquatic ecosystems can be greatly aided by the use of GIS as a means of
assessing and tracking spatial information on the availability of water in water bodies over time and within a
predetermined unit of space [4]. This is based on the combined use of rainfall and temperature data, elevation, slope and
soil type data, and land use. Water resources management based on a hydrological model based on geomorphology
(GBHM) is another aspect of the use of GIS in this direction. The creation of a series of land use classifications, using
the controlled classification method, based on digital elevation and model data, allows for the analysis of river basins,
using the geomorphological properties for each hydrological process of a catchment area [5]. Spatially distributed
hydrological models enabling the combined study of climate, topography, vegetation and soils are the basis of the
integrated GIS tools for watershed assessment. In order to increase the profitability of their use, they must provide a
framework that combines all the spatial data used to prepare input files for the models and based on widely available
specialized sets [6]. GIS can be used in the processes of effective catchment of river ecosystems in the direction of
modeling the drainage areas of rivers, which provide a natural boundary for management and mitigation of interactions
between people and the environment. This can be used to address water scarcity and quality problems, floods and
erosion [7]. The benefits of using GIS and remote monitoring methods can also be sought in the opportunities they
provide for modeling and controlling sedimentation in river basins and associated ecosystems. They can be used in
informed decision-making processes related to plans for the construction of recharging structures, planned afforestation
or other actions aimed at limiting soil erosion [8]. Performing morphometric analysis for the management of watersheds
and ecosystems can be supported by GIS, which proves to be an effective tool for outlining the model of drainage and
management of water resources and their planning [9]. Remote monitoring and GIS tools have been successfully
applied to understand morphometric characteristics in different morphoclimatic conditions. Drainage morphometric
parameters are an important indicator for understanding the hydrological and morphological characteristics of each
region. In this regard, the mentioned methods and technologies are used as effective tools for delineating and
understanding any morphometry of river drainage basins and their catchments [10]. GIS can also play a synchronizing
role in the processes of cooperation and communication between state institutions and individual stakeholders related to
water management, balancing biophysical and socio-economic problems. This is due to the fact that the general public
is increasingly involved in initiatives related to environmental solutions, which leads to an increasing need for
technology transfer from public agencies to stakeholders [11]. In some cases, in order to get the maximum benefit from
the application of GIS in modeling processes, both in river basins and ecosystems, it is appropriate to combine them
with traditional mathematical models [12]. A major problem here is the development of systems that manage spatial
processes based on interactions between spatial units. In summary, GIS are an important and invariable part of the
processes related to solving a number of complex tasks and for this reason the education of trained staff to apply them is
of particular importance. The experience gained in the development and implementation of GIS and databases for
experimental sample areas can be applied in the study of protected areas, environmental monitoring and ensuring the
sustainable development of biological resources [13].

GIS AND THE TEACHING PROCESS
In science and education, as in many other areas, there is a need for innovative digital solutions to support core
activities, driven by the increasingly common corporate approach to information management, with an emphasis on data
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sharing and reuse. This highlights a number of challenges related to their effective and coherent use, such as: designing,
developing and implementing the next generation of critical digital solutions; modernization of the existing base;
models allowing flexible, innovative and shared use. Essential here are actions in terms of governance, resources and
digital skills, without which it is impossible to achieve the desired transformation.
The traditional organization of the educational process related to the theory and practice in the field of use and
application of geographic information systems in the system of higher education is usually composed of two parts. The
first part of the training covers the theoretical aspects of GIS and includes issues in the field of information systems and
technologies, definitions and scope of related concepts, corresponding mathematical models, coordinate systems,
projections, features of raster, vector and attribute data, levels of detail , sources for gathering georeferenced
information, means and methods for digitalization and visualization and others. The second part emphasizes the features
of GIS, as part of the family of modern information technology, with the aim to acquaint students with the main features
of the environment, graphical user interface, organization and access to available tools, data storage methods, basic and
auxiliary data formats supported by the system, methods of installing and configuring the software application. Despite
the general principles underlying modern GIS software applications, these aspects are largely strictly specific to the
respective software product, which creates difficulties in adapting learners to other environments and transferring the
accumulated applied and practical experience to other software products. On the other hand, the training is closely
related to the time component, most often within 15 weeks, which adds an additional element of difficulty in mastering
the subject of GIS and requires a search for more effective approaches to obtaining time-sustainable knowledge, skills
and the necessary practical experience for the successful future realization of students on the labor market.

Figure 1. Advantages of GIS training in a university environment
Unfortunately, the time component is a factor that largely determines the complexity of the practical examples and the
tasks considered. Figure 1 shows the main advantages of GIS training in a university environment compared to
specialized courses for working with GIS. Combined, they provide an opportunity to systematize knowledge and skills
according to a specific professional field or specific scientific field.
In recent years, users can also benefit from GIS training courses. This includes training of employees from different
levels of government, business or private users of these services. Due to a number of factors, they are strongly oriented
towards the second part of the training, namely the practical use of the environment. As they are usually very limited in
time and / or duration, this affects the accumulation of time-stable knowledge and skills. Even for users with closely
specialized skills in the given professional field, the lack of a systematic approach and the gradual establishment of
causal relationships significantly reduces the effectiveness of such training.
From this review of the components of the learning process in the field of GIS, the importance of the developed
problems and tasks for the complete and sustainable acquisition of the necessary set of theoretical knowledge and
practical skills in the context of a subject area or professional field is determined. As can be seen from the main
directions of the practical use of GIS, at this stage it is necessary to consider strategies for maximum approximation of
labor market requirements to the training of students in the relevant specialties.
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GIS IN THE TEACHING PROCESS AT UNIVERSITY OF FORESTRY
The University of Forestry complies with the established trends and practices in this area at national and global level,
constantly adjusting the technical and technological support of scientific and educational processes. The use of the
opportunities provided by GIS is embedded in the process of training students in the specialties "Ecology and
Environmental Protection", "Forestry", "Plant Protection" and "Business Management". Applications of technologies
and related methods for modeling, research and visualization, as well as the means and approaches for their application
to solve specific tasks related to the study of river basins and related ecosystems, significantly expand the opportunities
for students, teachers and young scientists.
Hydrology, and in particular the analysis of hydrological systems, provides a wide range of problems that allow to
consolidate the theoretical knowledge and practical skills in the field of GIS in the context of systematization of
knowledge and building the necessary causal links in the field. The analysis of river systems is an example of a complex
task applicable in the education of students majoring in "Ecology", "Forestry", "Landscape Architecture", "Business
Management" and "Alternative Tourism", trained in different educational and qualification levels of University of
Forestry.
In the process of GIS training, the theory and practice of vector and raster data is a major problem. Theoretically,
students are usually introduced to the advantages and disadvantages of the respective data types, the main file formats,
and the methods for forming these types of data. The practical aspect is usually related to the commands for generating
georeferenced data in vector and raster format, incl. commands for creating and editing features (points, lines and
polygons), operations on raster and vector layers. Very often for the purposes of the exercise or practical demonstration
of a lecture, ready-made data are used, which are "lightened" in terms of volume due to the time component.
In the context of the considered problem for analysis of river systems in the environment of QGIS [14], the student is
stimulated to focus on the real sources of raster and vector data indicated in the lecture material, including: public data
under the INSPIRE directive, such as is governed by LAU (Local Administrative Units) Codes; available satellite
images for the territory, taking into account their accuracy and the need to select images that take into account the
DEM. The process allows to improve the work with public resources available online and their provision of typed
content, understanding of the main file formats for providing raster and vector information, the advantages and
disadvantages of relevant online platforms, organization and structuring of information provided. In this case we are
working on an analysis of a river system falling within five lands (codes under LAU 04234, 14831, 29150, 37914,
55419), and it is possible to perform an alternative task for a larger area. Special attention is paid to the problems of
digital data encoding, especially when using Cyrillic. Fig. 2a shows the input volume of data required to perform the
analysis. The problems to be developed by the students are selected in such a way as to allow the execution of
commands for combining information from vector, raster or a combination of vector and raster layers. Students must
choose a suitable map pad, taking into account the available online sources, in this case using Open Street Map, and the
layer with DEM information must be obtained after registration and ordering from the USGS website (https: //
earthexplorer .usgs.gov /), based on the lecture material, the correct source of raster information and the appropriate
level of accuracy to be applied at the next stage of the analysis must be selected.

Figure 2а. Input data in Raw format required to perform
the analysis.

Figure 2b. Processed input data taking into account the
projection and the real area of interest (detail area of
interest).
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The next step is to analyze the information related to the model used and the need for subsequent change of the
projection before performing the operations of processing raster and vector images to define the boundaries of the
digital model. In this situation, the student must link the acquired theoretical knowledge in the field of coordinate
systems and projections with their significance and practical application in a GIS environment for the processed data.
Answers to questions related to the used models and projections from the main sources of online georeferenced
information and the necessary transformations in the GIS environment are sought, in order to achieve the correct initial
conditions for the analysis and the subsequent visualization of the analysis results. The peculiarities and transformations
related to the use of data in GeoJSON and KML / KMZ formats are considered. This is a prerequisite for learning good
practices and establishing data integrity. In addition, emphasis is placed on the influence of the accuracy of input raster
data, which will affect the subsequent settings of the parameters in the analysis of river systems, in the context of the
considered theoretical statements linking pixel size to the actual size of the object on the earth's surface. The results of
this pre-analysis step are shown in Fig. 2b.

a

b

c

Figure. 3. First step results (Filled DEM (a), Flow Directions (b) and Watershed Basins(c)), according to
application of SAGA-GIS Module Fill Sinks (Wang & Liu).
Finding the right analysis from the rich set of tools provided by GIS software is also related to understanding the
algorithms behind their operation. For example, in a QGIS environment, catchment analysis can be obtained using the
SAGA or GRASS toolkit. Students must evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of the documentation offered and
the availability of information available through search engines. Special attention is paid to the input-output data and
the parameters for setting the analysis process. Ultimately, the goal is to compare the results obtained by the two
alternative methods and to improve the work in the Processing Toolbox environment. During the analysis, students have
the opportunity to consolidate knowledge related to the classification of raster data, methods for their visual
presentation, as well as procedures for converting raster to vector data, as part of the analysis process. Fig. 3 shows a
series of results that students must analyze and discuss with the teacher as a result of the first step of the analysis. In this
case, the results were obtained using the SAGA-GIS Module Fill Sinks (Wang & Liu) [15], based on the study.
The next stage of the analysis is related to the application of a procedure for calculation the Strahler stream order on
basis of a DEM and steepest descent (D8) algorithm, based on [16]. Students should make a connection with the study
of the disciplines of Hydrology, Erosion, as well as the courses in higher mathematics, which are the basis of this part of
the analysis. The results are shown in Fig.4. Different values for stream order are tested, as well as combining layers
with the introduction of transparency, in this case relief and watersheds.
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Figure 4. Results obtained from the analysis of the second step and techniques for combining the results in the
visualization.
The obtained results from the analysis are compared not only by the two methods of implementation but also by the
data publicly available in the system of the Ministry of Environment and Water [18], as shown in Fig. 5 (marked with
an oval are the areas of coincidence of the data calculated by the students and publicly available data).

a

b

Figure. 5. Comparison between the results obtained (a) and the publicly available data (b) based on [17].
Depending on the level students have the opportunity to perform other modules, independently or under the guidance of
the teacher, related to the preparation of terrain profiles (according to use of Profile Tool plug-in [19]) of the river
system (Fig. 6), slope and aspect analysis and etc.

a

b
Figure. 6. Terrain profile at the top area of BG1IS700R1107.

The integration of GIS in the training process allows solving complex tasks related to the creation of high quality static
realistic images, animations and simulations of single objects and complete solutions, using two-dimensional or threedimensional models generated in the design process. The obtained results and the acquired good practices provide
significant potential for knowledge transfer and applicability in the main professional fields of the university, which in
turn allows for a comparative analysis of the models and the degree of applicability of different interactive technologies
in different specialties
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CONCLUSION
Although students are well acquainted with the individual operations, it is usually difficult to combine them as a part of
an algorithm for solving a larger practical task. This determines the importance of defining complex problems close to
practical tasks, which combine the solution of many cases. It is important to correctly determine the scope of the tasks
and the amount of data about them. The maximum approximation of the tasks to real problems of practice must be
strongly linked to an accurate assessment of the time needed to solve the problem. Otherwise, a negative effect can
occur, including demotivation of the student. There is a need for a gradual gradation of the problems and a strict
analysis of the feedback from the students, as this happens in the context of their overall presentation in the educational
process, not only in the specific discipline, but in general. This would help to better define problem-solving tasks
designed by students in order to acquire sustainable knowledge and skills. Flexibility and modularity of problem tasks
and cases are needed to allow adjustment to an individual student, group or flow of students within the learning process.
The experience of the lecturers and the educational institution are a key factor in this regard.
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